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Beautifully Doomed / Sarah Frances Moran
As it appears,
we are a cyclone.
When I pull her panties down
and allow my tongue to linger in her epicenter,
When my fingers run up her thighs
it causes...tremors.
Earthquakes will erupt and destroy this country with the depth of this sin.
Hurricanes will form from her exhale as she cums.
Tornadoes will ravage this great God fearing land
the moment I place my fingers inside her.
The angels will gasp
frightened by their own arousal.
They’ll squirm and sweat
and forget the purity of their protection.
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Self-Portrait As Billy / Nahshon Cook
I told
my uncle
about me
and you.
He said
as long as
I’m happy.
I told
my cousin, too.
He said
we have to go
on a hike
sometime.
My uncle
told me
I might meet
a little resistance
from the older
people and
kinda looked
in my grandma’s
direction.

Stephen Mead, Turing Excerpt 1
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The Girl Who Wants to Be a Girl / Anastasia Walker
Why she came’s a conundrum for her
coolness conveys the adept’s con
tempt for those who through chance of
genetics or birth can’t
trump up their worth and
then she leaves little doubt she’s been
a star pupil though what in
is hers to reveal for
she might choose to conceal the dark
passage of her tutelage for how
much she prays to forget those days
before she barely
admits to herself as the
tally of the perks she’s a
massed to mask
it suggests and ef
facing the expense of her parts
in her memory you might guess is
her fondest wish for
amnesia’s one privilege
that continues to elude her and the sun
sprouts no seeds in her notsoil nor di
spels the long shadows of the neverto-be and to take
for granted the girl next door she is she can
not will into being and
alone in her tower sometimes she cries,
the fairy tale princess at the last denied
the kiss of Authenticity.
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Remembrance (January 2013) / Anastasia Walker
To 22 year old rapper Evon, suffocated with a plastic bag, choked with a chain, and beaten with wrenches and hammers in Milwaukee on
New Year’s Day
To 20 year old Nicole in Brazil, shot to death after the boy she kissed and his companheiros discovered the secret that shouldn’t have to be
secret
To 21 year old Dannie, kidnapped and decapitated by an armed gang in Monterrey
To the unnamed but not nameless 22 year old shot in Sarasota the same day
To Ale, 24 years old, in Buenos Aires, killed somehow the day after
To Fernanda, 32, of Viamo, Brazil, shot by two men in a car
To Tiffany of Guyana, sex worker, teenager, throat slit
To Nathalia, 32, stabbed in Quezon City, and her death mocked in the papers
To Cecilia, age not given, shot six times in Fortaleza
To Natalya, treinta, shot twice in Maracaibo, tierra del sol amada
And Jeckson and ?, killed in the same city,
And = =, killed by a car up the coast in Caracas, all on the 19th
To Agata, just a teen, stabbed to death in Camapua the day after my 49 th birthday
To Romildo of Recife, stoned to death after 35 years of life
To Alejandra, 28, neglected to death in a Colombian hospital after a fight
To 30 year old Indian Vinod, shot
To 36 year old Karen of Zimatlán de Álvarez, found stabbed and half naked
To 27 year old La Tita of Ciudad Sandino, la Nueva Vida, stabbed in her home by her date
To 18 year old Vitória of Boa Vista, stabbed to death by her boyfriend:
It’s not the sanctioned bigotry, spanning hemispheres and centuries, which these crime scene snaps flesh out
Nor the thought of so much vibrancy so thoughtlessly snuffed out
Nor even the ferocity of your murders – call them atrocities –
That sits like nine hundred pounds of lead and ice in my heart, but the fear
That as the motherfuckers came at you
Punch-drunk and snarling for blood
You might for a second have felt
I deserve this.

This poem draws on the list of murder victims compiled annually for the Transgender Day of Remembrance (TDOR) observed across the
U.S. and Canada, and in cities around the globe, in mid-November.

A Good-bye Letter to Schrödinger’s Cat / Jessica Lynn DeLong 8
For every day you thought about piercing your tongue
With a hand gun,
And wondered what gauge that would be,
For every day you came to school
With a bruise on your face,
And wondered if your blushing made it look better or worse,
For every day you felt your strength
Being plucked out like stray hairs,
And wondered how having nothing could make you so heavy,

Eirene / Jessica Lynn DeLong

I’m sorry.

The first time I saw the ocean an orange shirt
(Tied to a tree)
Was flicking furiously in the wind twenty feet away.
Where is everyone?
It’s too dangerous today.
Do you wanna go in?
My brother.
Every atom in my body was screaming yes.
There was a black hole under those white and green waves
That was calling me home.
We were throwing ourselves into the crashing six-foot swells
and howling with laughter like children before Ma could voice any protest.
The water was warm and soft,
My skin was singing
This is joy, this is joy.
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It was the saltiest thing I ever drank.
There were grains of sand in my hair and teeth,
Even as my stomach was turning over the strange liquid with concern,
I had never felt more satiated.
A lifetime of thirst
Quenched.
The roaring of those waves was like the yawn
Of a great and ancient beast.
I leaped out onto its tongue and held on with my whole heart.
The thrill shaking through my body made me think:
Maybe Jonah had wanted to be swallowed by the whale.
Even the fear pushing through my veins was good.
When I felt myself being pulled farther out between each swell
It didn’t feel like undercurrent.
It felt like magnetism.
When I crawled out of the white caps
Heaving breath,
Happily exhausted,
Ma had already gone back up to the hotel.
The wind picked up sand and threw it against my skin.
One day I swear I will live by the ocean.

nude 3 from “textures” / Mabelle Bong

Socorro / Sofía Anastasia
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she used to be the most beautiful person I’d ever seen that any of us had ever seen and her name was SOCORRO (not
that she needed any she was fire and sunlight and petals falling from the flamboyán) SOCORRO a name mangled by
our adolescent mouths suh-CORE-ro we’d say it again just to watch butterflies wing from her lips as she laughed
SOCORRO I loved her we all did at some point and those of us who didn’t knew better than to say so SOCORRO
crowds would gather just to watch her walk down the street with the wind weaving bells in her hair and her hips
tracing love in the air and we all agreed that when she smiled the stars didn’t matter
SOCORRO life stopped when she left but we knew she had to go so we gathered blankets to protect us against the
absence of her grin and wine to drown out the silence of her voice and waited for her to claim us again and
sometimes she’d call
Socorro: D’yahave anything new fr me to read Jack?
(after KEROUAC who we both hated)
Socorro: Save me a drink tonite, yeah?
SOCORRO we bought her a sunset passion martini and set it on the kitchen windowsill when the light caught it it
looked like her laugh but September heat dried it up and when we looked in the glass all that was left was a sticky
red syrup that looked like dead blood SOCORRO it was her name I screamed when I sliced my hand on the cliffs
climbing down to the beach at midnight SOCORRO she caught me and laughed as she dug pebbles out of my palm
her smile was red petals in moonlight or maybe that was my blood on her skirt SOCORRO she used her dress to
bandage my hand and danced naked in the ocean SOCORRO that night was the last night I really saw her I fell asleep
with the stars whispering her name in my ear and I woke in my own bed with the sun grinning her grin at me and a
sprig of flamboyán on my pillow and I knew that she was gone
SOCORRO she sent us conch shells from the island and when she came back that’s all she was we all went to the
wake together it took us a lifetime to walk through the door SOCORRO we used to watch orchids grow from her
footprints but this time we followed a trail of brittle stalks inside they ended at her toes SOCORRO she was small and
burnt and crisp her smile flashed but it was a lantern lit by the electricity of modern medicine and the bulb was
burning out
Socorro: ‘Lo Jack
(she had died a long time ago I was talking to her shade but no one should ever have to meet the shadow of the sun)
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Socorro: One last party I just couldn’t miss
her voice was a moth with flaky wings brushing my skin as it searched for a flame to end its life with the same dry
sizzle as her chuckle SOCORRO she was spiny and fading her warmth exchanged for a searing heat too distant to
touch too thin to hold her bones crumbling into the dying coals they held we asked if she was sure SOCORRO she
was positive and laughing we asked if it was worth it if he had been worth it
Socorro: Ev’ry damn second. Ev’ry kiss, ev’ry smile, ev’ry single piss-warm beer and grain of sand in my crotch.
That man was worth ev’ry one.
we’d always known it would end like this none of us had ever been enough for her none of us ever could and she
was too much for any of us alone
Socorro: Say m’name Jack. Say it right this time.
SOCORRO the name I had been screaming for years SOCORRO it means help and for the first time she was asking and
I didn’t know how

■
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Untitled / Em Krahn
have you met my demon?
she lives in my cunt
and in my skin

she looks like recovery
but is little more than panic
dressed in agony

i exist today
my screams dribble from my lips
pool at my feet

no one bends low enough to taste those screams
every letter soaks into the carpet
swallowing my ankles

she smiles
aroused
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cage-chains-lie / Sofía Anastasia
heart beats off (in a) chest unused/heart is an eye use it to peer inside
myself i see him fucking me/stop fucking me/stop fucking with me
i want-need him to stop i want-need this to stop i want-need to exist within myself he pushes inside my
self
betrays me my body betrays me if he slips inside he’ll find
me i must hide must hush must be but the scream in my bones scream is a
whimper -shush- whimper that he doesn’t choose to hear
bitch

whore

slut

BITCH

Je suis une arbre / Leanna Karpoff
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Je me pense, quelque chose,
(petit peu bizarre)
De faire comme surprise,
Pendant ces jours, et car l’heure,
Je suis une arbre, je vous dis.
Et pour soleil, je la fais,
Un petit remise,
Et elle y serait, la vent pour jouer,
Au milieu de mes bras et jambes.
Dans la ciel, j’y danse, jamais hésitant,
Avec mes roches amis vifs,
Autour cette jour, trouver une amour
Pour cette type d’aventure.
Puisque je peux, je valse le lune,
Jusqu’au voie lacté ou plus,
Et dès que fini, et tout défi,
Me rendre chez moi encore.
Mais n’y abords, en quelques sortes,
Le nuit n’est pas complète,
Il est trop beau, pour lequel,
Le fin à arriver, c’est ce qui m’inquiète!

“al” / Mabelle Bong
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Donc je volerai, parmi les nuages,
Et des motifs seront crées,
Un nouveau vie, au esprit,
Où des larmes de limites se forment.
Puis je tresse, les cheveux vertes
de la monde tout entier,
Et y serait, avec qui trouver,
Des mystères et des secrets.
Dessous de la sol, à mes frères du terre,
Une tour de cache-cache,
Chatouille la ventre, d’un montagne
Et suive un veine feu à la fond.
Ronde et ronde, autour de la cœur de la monde,
Mais avant d’être engloutie,
Fuis et utilise, les ailes vites,
Pour nager finalement au dessus.

S’y prélasse, à la miel du liberté,
Assimiler le vitalité bleu,
Se détend, mais n’ose rester si longtemps,
Puis avance au claire et salue au nouvelle.
Ainsi je rentre, et ne pas être contre,
Le renaissance de la monde,
Car en mon for, j’ai l’adore,
De ce voyage inexplicable.
Les petites animaux vont, se poser sur mes branches,
Et boire le rosée brille,
Les jeunes gamins, vont explorer autour,
En découvrant les joies du nature.
Donc le temps est venu, pour le retour de tout :
Le fin de l’indéfini.
Mais j’aurais fait, ce qu’on n’a jamais
(seulement p'aujourd’hui)
J’étais une arbre, mes amis.

You and I / Jessica Lynn DeLong
My grandmother always said that more than any other thing,
God lives in the words we speak.
And that’s why we should always tell the truth.
What is true?
You, I. Sometimes we disagree.
Things I’m not sure I believe end up hidden
In pearly beads of self-doubt.
I’m the type of lover who is always too tired to talk.
You, I. We stay up all night catching pearls,
Trying to figure out which are precious.
How can we find GodWhen we don’t know what he looks like?
You, I. We finally find the truth
Slipping out from behind my half-open door.
We stand, astounded.
How many times do you have to cry
Before it gets caught in the walls?
How many times must we have cried out,
That it began to seep back out: overflowing?
Is God in this?
Here hiding in the stream of sobs and sighs,
In the truth that we have drenched this room in.
No,
Just you, I.
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Turing Excerpt 3 / Stephen Mead

I Want To Hold Your Hand / Sarah Frances Moran
You see the way I desire to hold your hand.
The way I want you to be what you aren’t;
in the same way I punish you for wanting that of me.
…There’s a calming effect that’s caused by smell
The way the swoosh of air hits my nose
when a bag of Fruity Pebbles is opened and the jolting
push of my body back to my childhood.
I want to never forget the way your rough
hand feels in mine. I want to never forget that at one point
my mother was crazy about you.
A woman was crazy about you.
A daughter is crazy about you;
even if in a way she doesn’t understand.
You aren’t as clear as the smell of childhood.
Your musty sweat mixed whiskey skin eludes me.
I know at one point in my life I begged to be by your side.
I didn’t care that there was no money, nothing to do, no way to be entertained.
My eight year old self craved your presence,
even though that same self harbored your same anger.
I don’t know why forgiveness
isn’t as fluid as smell.
I don’t know why it isn’t as easy as opening
a package and smiling.
I don’t know why your Jack Daniel’s smile moves me
in a myriad of emotions I can’t explain.
Sometimes
I simply want to hold your hand
in a space and in a time where the only thing I can think of
is the way your sandpaper fingers feel against mine.
In an alternate plane where my mind doesn’t go immediately
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to the skin you damaged with them.
To the hurt you caused.
If I thought it would help
I’d drink everyday til I was wasted and could understand you.
If I thought it would help
I’d inject whiskey into my veins
I’d douse my skin in the sun
I’d labor my hands til they were raw and rough.
I’d do these things so maybe I could stop
fantasizing about a father who holds his daughter’s hand
and comforts her.
The kind you see in Hallmark movies.
The kind you aren’t afraid to call on Sunday nights.
My thirty-three year old self still craves your presence
but I also still house your anger.
It never seems to let me go.

Sleeping E. / Mabelle Bong

Self-Portrait As Kasie / Nahshon Cook
For my internship
I mentor an eleven year old
Asperger’s kiddo
At Denver Mental Health
Who’s being adopted
By a gay couple in D.C.
He’ll be going out to visit them
For a week in a few days
Yesterday
I was talking to him
About the fight
For civil rights
Going back to slavery
And voting rights for Blacks
Then women’s rights
Then Native Americans
Then gay rights
And-on and-on
When I finished
He looked at me and said
I thought you were only supposed
To make a mistake once
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Panties / Holly Painter
When I was in high school, I saw a shrink
who had occasion to use the word panties.
He was an old guy I didn’t think
too much of, partially deaf with bow-tie and
suspenders. I asked him not to use that
word, panties. It sounded creepy coming
from him, clinical and unseemly at
the same time, almost like it was something
he’d never said before and now had to
against his will, but didn’t know quite how.
But then he said it again: “Why do you
think you felt uncomfortable just now
when I said the word panties?” Naturally.
He’d said panties but we analyzed me.

Michelle / Gina Marie Bernard
Old arguments suspend
like wizened fruit,
patiently awaiting
renewal from furies
regularly replenishing them.
Or tempered words
pierce mail long forged
as protection against
petty skirmishes. I choke
back rage—a cold stone
in my throat.
It is a missile you never see;
one I save to hurl
in wars to come.
What compels us
to behave so?
To leave the refuge
of fragile ardor
and stand armed upon
certain, naked devastation?
Bare memory recalled,
sharp report,
brittle bones exploding—
copper tang like
coins upon my tongue.
Tonight is austere:
words frozen,
lips stretched opaque.
Beneath this strained landscape,
bloodless and blue
as winter horizon,
we finally crack—
razor-thin fissures
brilliant with edged desire.
We come together again:
animus yielding to defenseless
love. You clutch my hair
in hard fists. My heart catches
as I swallow sudden shards
of fucking gravel.
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shudder / Sofía Anastasia
there is a ---between my legs that i cannot that i must not
that i want to
touching is not allowed when
touching is not allowed if
touching is not but i want
shudder/stop
my fingers on
shudder/stop
my fingers near
shudder/stop
my fingers
circling love a baptism in my holy waters
how will i be crucified tomorrow

Turing Excerpt 2 / Stephen Mead

Wildlife / Bev Jafek
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We are laughing and beginning to prepare our campfire and dinner in the forest, though the atmosphere is strangely
tense. Very soon, the night has come and we are enclosed in a darkness of palpable energy and power. Animals are
everywhere in the dark, mating and crying, killing and dying. My mind cannot distinguish individual species; the night
is a rhythmic cry, strident and raw; it is the sound of our own blood. I can only drink wine and watch this woman
who is both beloved and unknown to me.
Suddenly Sylvie says, “Ruth, there’s something I really want to know: do we play roles with each other? That’s a big
part of my problem with men. You and I seem to be completely unlike that, but are we doing some of it?”
“Probably, yes.”

“Really! What are the roles?”
“Well…” I can’t think and don’t want to. “I am the relentless one and you are the insatiable one.” She dissolves into
laughter that temporarily destroys the tension between us. Now I have startled her, played with her, even tossed her
around. She loves it. Already, she wants me rough. I know that very well, too.
“And then?” She looks at me seriously without a bit of humor.
I am silent. Touche, Sylvie. I can’t read your mind. “And?” I ask.
“And then?” Her eyes are dancing with laughter, though her face is serious, even fierce. Her drawing of the lynx
passes through my mind.
“Then, you are relentless and I am insatiable.” We laugh, nearly dispelling the tension. I’ve tossed her around again.
Her playfulness still has an edge, an intensity. She needs to make love to me. Amazing: I thought I was the one who
could barely keep herself under control. Where will this go? It seems to be as necessary and unknown as the night.
We finish our wine quickly. She reaches for me in the dark, and I rapidly douse the flames. Her face is smiling over
me in the moonlight. “Now the fire comes back!” she says.
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It does. Wordlessly, passionately, relentless and insatiable, insatiable and relentless; for the entire night we make love
as though we could die within the hour; as close to violence as we will ever be. At once: powerful legs rush about us;
hooves fall harshly; antlers clash and trumpeting calls sound everywhere. Even danger incites us: we are incandescent.
It is a night of hooves, clashing cymbals, trumpets, and love as rough as any in the forest. No wonder the god of love
is also the god of war in so many cultures.
When I awaken in the morning light, I am on my back, holding her in my arms. One of her arms is around my neck,
the other across my chest. Our legs are intertwined. We look like a couple who drowned in the ocean and then
washed up on a coastline. It is not far from what happened. She has already sensed that I am awake, though I have
not moved. As she looks up at me, her eyes are very soft, full of gentleness, utterly pristine and lovely. "What a
bedtime story that was!” I say and we laugh.
“I had to make up for all those bedtime stories you’ve been telling me.”
“You did it! It was worth the lot of them.” The sun is already bright overhead, close to noon. We are a lesbian
nudist camp again. I must insist that we make love in the tent tonight. I wonder if I will be that thoughtful. “The
deer nearly trampled us last night. It’s their rutting season, much too dangerous for us here. We should camp
somewhere else.” There, I am finally the voice of reason. Mother, too? No, I am no stand-in for her mother. I am the
animal she wanted. And I will be again.
Still, she is all tenderness now, and I can do nothing but reciprocate. We have shown parts of ourselves that we
would not ordinarily have revealed so soon. She is testing me for boundaries, and I sense there is something she
wants to tell me. She rises and I think she intends to bathe, but instead she brings me the huge paper pad on which
she has been drawing. Aha, there are drawings she did not show me. Why?
Without a word, she gives them to me. The drawings are of me, nude, and there are many of them. She spent the
whole previous day drawing me. The other pictures she showed me were cursory: this is how she actually spent those
hours. They display intense emotion and have been drawn very fast; there could be fifty of them. Some of them show
me as a girl; in some I am barely delineated. At last, I see one that is detailed and evidently finished. It shows me
reclining in the position of Chac Mool, the Mayan water god. We first made love in a lake….My body is lean,
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elongated and curving. Unlike the god, my eyes and face show passion, my brow, darkly furrowed. My hands reach
out. What do all these drawings say? There is nothing I want to know more, and I look from one to another quickly.
But it is simple: how could I misunderstand? They say, I can’t think of anything but you. I love you.
I sit back, stunned. Tears begin to fall down my cheeks, and I brush them away. She is asking a question that I must
answer. Finally, I look up at her and say, “Yes, I love you. I do. Never doubt it—” She immediately kisses me. When
I can speak, I say, “—even if you have some things in common with the Marquis de Sade.” We laugh long and hard.
“I couldn’t tell you,” she says, as though of the delirious night we have spent. “I couldn’t draw anything but you…
and I know you can take anything…”
“Really?”
“Your cosmic calm. You’re always so charismatically at ease. You weren’t when I met you.”
“Oh, no, I was demonic.”
“So last night, I asked for your demons again.”
“Is this what we’ll be together?”
“Angelic and demonic.”
“Our roles again?”
“As in art, so in love.” She is serious, no longer playing. “Haven’t you found it so?”
“Mmm. But…more often angelic.” She looks at me fondly, tenderly. Yes, she is a lovely kitten today, and it is as
natural as what happened last night. “To breakfast, to eat,” I conclude. Silently, I decide: I have come for the
wildlife, so I cannot complain that it is too wild for me.
When we have moved our equipment into the jeep, I hardly know where we will go. The world has opened its arms
to me, as it always does when my whole being is quickened to beauty and love, and immediately, I want to work and
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finish my zoological studies of Donana, Spain’s nature preserve. The endlessly disturbing question of how to live is
only a matter, after all, of love and work. Paradise is no more and no less than these, and it is as true for women as
for men. Only in the pleasure of these primal acts and their spiritual flashes of selflessness, do we revere the earth
enough to protect it. Truth is ultimately simpler than illusion; it pleases the classicist and derails the romantic.
We can probably work best on the banks of one of Donana’s lakes. Which one? They are all beautiful and very
different from one another. Some plunge into the forests and carry their diverse life; others lie both within and outside
the preserve. Their waters are different colors, which will interest Sylvie. Charco de Toro has forbiddingly black
waters. Lake Tarje has purple silt in the spring; leading away from it are trails of pale lilac. Santa Olalla, where we
have already camped, has green waters. When the wind gusts and rips the surface, it turns into a bed of sheer green
foam. I decide that we will camp tonight beside Lake Tarje, where the tamarisks grow.
When we are settled beside the lake, I find, not surprisingly, that my sensors and cameras from our previous campsite
have excellent footage of deer, both from the present and from spring. I immediately give it to Sylvie, since she has
never seen their life cycle.
Then we are absorbed in our work for many hours. From time to time, one of us looks up at the other. When this
happens, we always know we are being observed and feel a glow of delight. It is much as though we are sharing the
same thoughts.
As footage of animals passes before my eyes, I see only Sylvie’s beauty. It seems to hold different images in differing
contexts. In daylight, the exoticism of her face, coloring and simple tunics make me think of the women of the
Mediterranean, the Middle East, Persia, even South Asia. In bright sunlight, it is a profusion that gleams and scatters
itself into the world like light. At night, her beauty is a unified force of tremendous power. Would I ever be able to
resist her? At night, I must merge with her, yet by day, she is a perfect sculpture I can turn about in my vision and
thoughts, always different yet always exquisite. She often sketches while lying on her side, and then I cannot take my
eyes away from her.
I do not mention her beauty to her, as I sense she has heard too much about it from men and has not wanted what
inevitably follows. I am not surprised by her ambivalence toward men. I have long suspected that extremely beautiful
women do not draw the best out of men, but the worst.
In the late afternoon, when I am totally absorbed in my work, I look up and find that she has disappeared. For a
moment, I am alarmed. As I look around, her arms embrace my back and I feel her lips on my neck: she has been
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directly behind me all along. “I don’t think I have ever been so happy and so exhausted at the same time,” she says,
her head resting on my back.
“Me, too,” I say. “We have to sleep tonight. Even paradise has its limits.” She nods her head as her arms embrace
my waist, and I feel a peaceful ecstasy. “I would love to see your drawings,” I say. She places her pad of paper
beside my leg, and I see immediately that she has chosen images from the spring.
The first drawing shows a family of deer at dusk. They are seen from the rear as they leave the tall grasses of the
scrublands to graze. Here is the regal solemnity and powerful girth of the stag with his huge antlers piercing the sky
in arcs like elegant cups. The doe is caught in a dancer-like pose whose round-curving withers pick up the sinuous
lines of the stag as the two merge into the landscape. Awkwardly and charmingly, the fawn follows on thin, ungainly
legs, his ears as large, upright and expressive as a jackrabbit’s.
The light of late sunset strikes the long stalks of weeds and wild grasses that oppose the family’s movement as they
leave the scene, creating the contrary force that perfects the drawings composition. The suggestion is ephemeral
beauty: enclosing this brief moment, nature destroys the original scene like a Tibetan mandala of colored gravel that is
continually created and destroyed.
Sylvie’s second drawing is a rare view of the fawn’s head as he looks directly into the camera. The dusk places his
face in umber shadow. From this gentle darkness faintly rises the beginnings of new horns covered with fuzz. The
fawn has immense soft ears that lean out of the shadow for a touch of dusky light. The huge brown eyes beneath long
lashes are full of tenderness. The nose is large and soft, and the subtlety and delicacy of the whole drawing is breathtaking. Tall stalks of wild grass and scrub throw a plethora of green lines over the scene, as though a celebration of
youth was implicit. The drawing is another ephemeral moment, a still point that is resonant and eternal while its
subject may no longer exist.
“It seems so effortless for you,” I say. “I am beginning to think you are a genius.”
“There’s nothing like great love to make you one,” she sighs and we laugh.
“No, I don’t think it works quite like that, though it’s a damned good warm-up.”
After a late bath, then dinner and wine, I pitch a waterproof tent with flooring for us. Huge thunderclouds darken the
sunset, and the night or the morning will surely bring rain. Then, silent, nude and innocent as children, we fall
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asleep in one another’s arms and awaken perhaps ten hours later to an afternoon sky that is pouring rain. We look
out of the tent to heaving greenery and the ripe odors of wet mud. The tent is dry and has protected us well. Beyond
the aperture of the tent is a world of continuous movement from infinitely small, shining green surfaces that delight
us, the sky seemingly at war with the ground.
“I would never have known what a gorgeous place this is to be in a storm,” Sylvie says.
“We can even bathe just outside. Want to?”
I follow Sylvie out the front of the tent and we laugh and wash ourselves in the torrent. We can even brush our teeth
in this downpour. Then we kiss and hold one another, our hands sliding everywhere. There is surely no one to see us
today. Without bearings in the intense downpour, the rain seems to wash away some strata of our minds: we are
again animals in passionate union with the world and one another. I am not surprised when she pulls me down to the
ground and we make love in streams of water, mud and grass. Her legs slide over my shoulders and she instantly
climaxes again and again. Our senses register nothing but the blind urgings of our bodies and the world’s rough
deluge upon us. I have no sense of time passing until we begin to laugh. Then we are nothing but bodies lunging
together and laughing. The laughter is much like orgasm, too, and then a single thought breaks into my consciousness.
“Into the tent, wildwoman,” I say. We stand up and take a now very necessary bath in the rain and lunge into the
tent, still laughing. Laughing and wrestling with one another on the tent floor like Greek soldiers, she gives me one
climax after another until we are unconscious.
And we awaken into a universe of such silence and peace that I scarcely know where I am. It is no longer raining,
and slowly the sounds of wind, birds and insects, and water lapping in the lake break into my consciousness. I rise
and walk out of the tent into a world of such sharp sensations that I can remember how it feels to be a child. My
body gives me jagged pangs of hunger and equally intense pangs of love for the earth: they are as natural and
definitive as sexual passion. The rain has just ended, and the world is burgeoning into a dark red sunset and sliver of
moon. Sylvie joins me and we hold one another in this darkly bleeding light that has the pure clarity of childhood.
“We’ve been reborn,” I say, “and we’ve gone crazy.” I kiss her forehead.
“I love this craziness,” she says.
“What will it do for your art?”
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“Good things, wonderful things. I’ll draw that rainstorm, then two women naked, laughing and fighting on the floor
of a tent—except I’ll take out the tent. They’ll fight in the night sky. What will it do for your science?”
“Good things, too. Great warm-up. When I publish my research on Donana, I’ll have to list you as co-author for your
outstanding contributions. Too bad Jane Goodall didn’t have you along.”
We laugh so long and hard we nearly can’t stop. “Shush, we’re going to start having orgasms from laughter again.”
Then we are silent and look only at one another. We are lovers and strangers, for she is the one who can make the
world turn, rush, become a delirium. She can annihilate my mind until I am lost in a world of violent beauty. We no
longer care what will happen to us: There’s the bliss of it.

■

Getting Caught / an OUTreach collaborative haiku
by Jessica Lynn DeLong, Leanna Karpoff, Marc-Olivier Lajeunesse, Paige Leow, and Alex Sheen

Mom!
I swear to God it's not what it looks like, honest we were just—
Shit.
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nude 4 from “textures” / Mabelle Bong

sofía anastasia is a genderfluid anarcha-feminist who believes in the importance of art in healing and in revolution. they currently study feminist
directing, playwriting, & performance with an emphasis on radical self-love and identity politics at a small college in western massachusetts.
they have been told they have a “weird obsession” with flowers & dragons.
Mabelle Bong is a recent Scripps College graduate with a B.A. in Art and Psychology. Her work is influenced by issues of identity, feminism,
race, gender, body image, and sexuality. Her senior art thesis explores the exotification of Asian women in American culture and was exhibited
in the Ruth Chandler Williamson Gallery in May 2015. Her work has been featured in Spotlite, an online magazine highlighting artists in the
Claremont Colleges. She is also a co-founder of the Scripps Student Art Collective (SSAC), a student-led organization dedicated to fostering a
space for artistic expression and collaboration at the Claremont Colleges.
Every ism is a form of religion. Religion being defined as the details of belief as taught or discussed and to which supreme importance ascribed.
The only thing Nahshon Cook believes in is the abolishing of being afraid to love without fear. That's equality. That's peace. That's freedom,
meaning you're outside of somewhere you don't want to be. To Nahshon, nothing else matters.
Jessica Lynn Delong, known to friends and colleagues as “Jack,” is a 22 year old secondary school teacher from Alberta. Much of Jack’s work
focuses on reclamation of the female body after trauma, and often involves themes related to family and womanhood. New to publication, Jack
intends to increase her presence in the literary world over the next few years with the ultimate goal of publishing a completed book of poetry.
More of her work can be found on her blog at: http://www.greycityslam.tumblr.com.
Bev Jafek, who lives in the Hudson Valley of New York with her partner of 31 years, is excited to have made the move from short stories to
novels. The Sacred Beasts , from which the excerpt was taken is an epic-length, lesbian feminist novel that goes into Hemingway and Joyce
country and finds women there. She has also written a short lyric novel entitled A Kind of Paradise that is set in Mexico and explores the
implications of the decades-long murders of women in Ciudad Juarez.
Em Krahn is a nerd, cat-lover, and student based in Edmonton. A lover of all things queer and feminist, Em has been involved in the University
of Alberta's LGBTQIA Social Group, OUTreach, for two years. Gender, sexuality, and gender-based violence are important sources of inspiration
for Em, leading to ranting purges that eventually get tapered into poetry-like items.
Stephen Mead's Turing Montages are from a work-in-progress, inspired of course by the man himself and also the call in the UK to pardon all
convicted under draconian anti-homosexuality laws.
Sarah Frances Moran strongly believes that words have immeasurable power. Writing for her came out of a desire to help others and has evolved
into full blown insistence on changing the world. She is the founder/editor of Yellow Chair Review. With her work in both editing and writing
she strives to give space for voices not often heard. She’s a huge advocate for women’s rights, LGBT rights and animal welfare. She resides in
Waco, Texas with her partner and their menagerie of 4-legged critters. Reach her at http:// www.sarahfrancesmoran.com.
Holly Painter is an MFA graduate of the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, NZ. Her first collection of poetry, Excerpts from a Natural
History , will be published by Titus Books this year. “Panties” comes from a different project-in-progress, Awkwords , a collection of sonnets
about awkward words, a striking number of which relate to gender, sexuality, the ways in which these topics sometimes make us feel
uncomfortable or silly or even afraid, and how this can depend on who uses the words and how. Holly lives in Singapore with her wife and
baby son. Visit her at http:// hollypainter.com.
A Maine native but an academic gypsy for most of her adult life, Anastasia Walker is a poet, essayist, memoirist, and recovering English
professor who lives and works in Pittsburgh. Her recent poetry speaks to the experience of being transgender; it has appeared or is due out
shortly in several journals. Her previous publications – some poetry and several scholarly pieces – were published under her birth (male) name.
She’s thrilled by the tremendous increase in visibility of trans* folks in the past couple of years, and hopes her work will contribute in some
way to a deeper understanding of their plight.
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